
Simplify the
Optimization of

Database Health

As a leader in scaling enterprise systems and optimizing
mission-critical workloads, Fortified applied their expertise and
built a Workload Intelligence Solution - Fortified WISdom.
WISdom not only incorporates Fortified’s best practices learned
over 20 years, but also the technical community’s expertise.
Fortified WISdom provides the same system performance
improvements and technology investment optimizations that
Fortified delivers every day to its clients across the globe.

Proprietary workload health scores show the health and
capacity of systems in real time 
Identification, prioritization, and recommendations of 
corrective actions to meet critical business objectives
Top-down analysis that recognizes anomalies and 
unique opportunities to gain efficiencies
Optimize servers or the enterprise for a potential 50% - 
75% save on resources, support, and licensing cost
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Fortified WISdom
allows organizations

to manage their
large, complex data
environments within 

clear-cut, easy-to-
read dashboards

which allows for the
measurement of the
health, performance,
and growth metrics of 
systems in seconds.

Fortified WISdom
features Workload
Intelligence makes
performance and

database health data
simple by providing

single scores
measuring the health

of the Database
Workload (CPU,

Memory, Storage and
Database

Contention).

Optimize and
right-size the

database server
without sacrificing

performance by
leveraging WISdom’s

real-time capacity
planning and

performance KPIs
which saves most
enterprises 25%
to 50% of their

resources and costs.

WISdom’s top down
approach allows

DBAs and developers
to optimize the top

code, blocking chains,
deadlocks and other

resources, which
allows enterprises
to truly optimize

the most impactful 
processes today.



Don’t simply monitor
your SQL Servers,
Optimize Their Health

Fortified WISdom is My Crystal Ball
Fortified WISdom is my Crystal Ball - it allows me to see into every aspect of my
databases in one application. In my 20+ years of experience as a DBA, I’ve
utilized many management softwares, and WISdom stands out because it saves
me time and I love the ability to get to the root of the problem quickly and easily.
WISdom User, Financial Industry

“

Determine the right cloud service offering that will optimize
your licensing and workload costs

Monitor and manage cloud PaaS offerings including Azure, 
AWS, and GCP

Identify the unique blocking and deadlock chains with
actionable recommendations to solve them quickly

Machine learning understands your workloads and identifies 
anomalies across thousands of workload metrics
Access historical data for years so you can see the progress 
you are making while planning for the future

Smart data collection to minimize performance issues on the
system you are monitoring

Optimize the top processes across the enterprise, database, or 
workload to save time and resources
Take the complexity out of determining performance issues 
with Workload Health scores

Manage 1,000s of databases with a single view of the
environment’s Availability, Stability, Performance and Capacity
An agentless installation allows you to deploy in minutes while 
a web based experience gives you answers quickly
Pivot performance and configuration data across the 
environment to find enterprise savings

The Cloud

Diagnostics & Analytics

Enterprise Management

Performance Management

Determine the health, efficiency, and
capacity of your database environment. 
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